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Abstract
What collaborative process can teachers offer in order to stimulate their students’ reading of and writing on Shakespeare’s plays? How can new technologies contribute to facilitating the classroom experience? The eZoomBook (eZB) template was designed for teachers to create and share multi-level digital books called “eZoomBooks” that allow readers to access enriched versions of the original, organized according to different tabs related to places mentioned in the original text. A zooming in and out function enables the readers of the eZoomBooks to navigate freely between the original and the enriched tabulated versions. This paper focuses on a pilot study of the methodology using a simplified version of the template. The targeted learners were English as a Second Language engineering students. Our objective is to show that the eZB framework and pedagogical applications are especially appropriate in making a difficult subject easier to teach (giving and correcting group assignments) and learn by providing learners an innovative and motivating approach to reading literature.
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1. Introduction
The eZB methodology and template make it possible to create multi-level documents called “eZoomBooks” where readers can access multiple and/or enriched versions of the original work. Organized in layers accessible by tabs in a menu, eZoombooks include a zooming in and out function allowing the readers to navigate between the original and the newly created enriched versions. The added-value of the template is that students themselves can collaboratively create an eZB by adapting and enriching the original version. The user-friendly eZB template makes it possible for teachers to guide students in this enriching of books not only to illustrate and promote a document in the public domain, but also to create an edited original book based on the teacher’s and the class’s own design.

The purpose of this paper is to show how the eZB methodology has been applied in the classroom to the teaching of Shakespeare in a French engineering school. This study aimed to test the methodology in terms of ease of use by instructors as well as student satisfaction and perception of the experience. After presenting the pedagogical context and relevant research, we will focus on two examples of how the template was used in a literature class on Shakespeare. Our second example, based on a teacher-developed course outline for a critical book, will allow us to demonstrate how the template can be applied to collaborative literary analysis. We will then discuss how the eZB template can help teachers set up a collaborative literature project to enhance possibilities for peer-to-peer learning within the classroom. In the conclusion, we will indicate the questions raised and the future developments for the eZB project.

1.1 Gen Z and Shakespeare
Four-hundred years have passed since Shakespeare’s death and pedagogues still agree that Shakespeare was “not of an age, but for all time”. Throughout history, Shakespeare’s plays have adapted to the times and Gen Z students are now confronted with the challenge of reading the plays as required subjects. Gen Z is generally defined as the younger children of Generation X – in other words, Gen Z starts with today’s teenagers. This generation has grown up with an array of communication tools that allow them to manipulate and enrich texts, select only what they want or need, and communicate in short, concise formulations. What could be more unlike
Shakespeare than Twitter? However, Shakespeare can and should be reconciled with new technologies in that these tools can present his works in new and original ways.

Shakespeare was a deliberate choice for a pilot study since if the eZB methodology works for Shakespeare, it should work for other great works of literature often neglected for their apparent difficulty. Our experiment was carried out with French engineering students. These students were non-specialists not only in literature and the English language, but also never had exposure to the language of Shakespeare. The methodology thus had to take into account issues of linguistic competence, background cultural knowledge, and motivation to read outside of one’s discipline and above one’s level which demands an investment in time and effort. The methodology does not consist in “dumbing down” Shakespeare, but rather it aims to exploit technology for pedagogical purposes to make the reading of the original version more accessible to second language learners. The eZB methodology is a way to leverage the meaning of difficult and long texts by providing less-experienced readers with the tools to approach the original version in a step-wise, progressive fashion. EZoomBooks facilitate reading through a guided introduction of content (textual, visual, and aural). It is felt that this progression makes it possible for the reader to increase or decrease the level of difficulty with an access to the complete original version, when needed.

The eZoomBook template is dual in scope in that students read as well as produce eZBs. The instructor can set in place a methodology to allow students to collectively work on adapting and enriching a portion of a difficult text. This collaborative work is an excellent means for groups of students to closely read a text and then produce coherent alternative versions for others to read. This helps students better understand the needs of the reader and the reading process as dependent on prior knowledge, cultural perspectives, and aspects of linguistic/discourse competence.

Using collaborative tools such as Google Drive, students can work on building the different types of tabs which will form the layers of the eZB. These layers can include multimedia elements such as sound effects and videos related to the material. Guided by teacher input, students prepare the chapter enrichments in the layers which are then compiled by the eZB template. A unique eZB is thus generated which can be distributed on any digital platform where readers outside the classroom can also have access to it.

1.2 Pedagogical Context and Previous Research

At the heart of the eZB methodology is the notion that the best way to show that you know something is to try to teach it to someone else. This idea is not new and it has inspired many practitioners from Andrew Bell’s 1795 “mutual teaching method” to Jean-Pol Martin’s (1985) ‘learning by teaching’ (Lernen durch Lehren, ‘LdL’) methodology, expanded on by Grzega and Schoner (2008). However, such a reversal of roles implies a conception of a classroom methodology that moves towards a more cooperative and collaborative model encompassing teacher-guided peer-to-peer interaction.

Publications on the subject of collaborative construction demonstrate the benefits of cooperation among students and analyze how these benefits can be enhanced. Hattie’s meta-research (2009) provides a synthesis of these studies and highlights the main conclusions (Evain, De Marco, 2014, Evain, De Marco, Gutierrez, 2013, Evain, De Marco, Carolan, 2013). Trujillo (2002) classifies methods according to what they aim to promote: discovery learning, student team learning, learning together, and group investigation and concludes that “the differences between each method are the degree of structure in the task, the use of rewards, and individual assessment methods” (p. 8). Barkley, Cross, and Major (2005) focus on collaborative techniques which they classify in terms of problem solving, graphic organizers, writing, reciprocal teaching, and discussion techniques. Gross (2007) states that “each student’s role can change along the process but it is essential to establish responsibilities to make sure students learn to work in groups” (p. 7). The key findings, here as applied to the eZB approach, are the need for the teacher to structure the task, the focused problem-solving nature of the student input, the responsibility that comes from assigned roles, and finally, the motivation in completing the production of an original group project that will be publicly displayed in a virtual format.

A research field has emerged that concentrates on the concept of personalizable virtual documents (PVD) and which seeks to measure their user effectiveness (Brusilovsky, Stock, Strapparava, 2000, Falquet, Nerima & Ziswiler, 2004, Falquet & Ziswiler, 2005). Hyperlinks and multimedia in their PVDs either provide additional information or record possible interpretation, or both. In the same way, the eZB approach allows for the personalization of documents, offering a multimedia customizable “elegant organization” approach. The added value of the eZB template is the zooming in and out functionalities to navigate between different levels of
abridgements/enrichments and the full version of a document. In addition, like all PVDs, the eZB addresses the problems of teaching heterogenous groups by allowing learners to use documents suited to their levels and needs.

To encourage a more active role during the learning process (Laurillard, 2002; Brewster, 2009; Lindberg & Olofsson, 2010, Romainville & Michaut, 2012), the eZB enrichments can also include interactive game strategies in the form of questions and quizzes, in line with the recommendations of Prensky (2001, 2012a, 2012b). While working on personalized eZBs, a group of learners will be collaboratively involved in producing a “library” of digital documents that are as easy to share and appreciate as the digital libraries highlighted in Heery and Lyon (2004) for the promotion of open knowledge and content (Iiyoshi & Kumar, 2008).

Finally, the eZB approach follows a collaborative learning methodology described by Cassany (2008) and Johnson and Johnson (1997).

- The existence of positive group interdependence and a shared individual responsibility. The students’ collaboration must result in an end-product and each participant adds a piece to the collective effort of building up an eZB.
- The formation of heterogeneous groups in terms of skills, competencies, and gender with expert readers helping non-expert or reluctant readers.
- The development of interpersonal communication skills and verbal and nonverbal communication skills through the presentation of the students’ work and the assembling of the final eZB.
- The metacognitive group work during which students verbalize the processes underlying their understanding of the content and themes of the texts and receive feedback from their peers to which they have to respond.

Working collaboratively on an eZB project allows learners to ‘negotiate’ the meaning of the text in that each participant brings an interpretation to the table that must be analyzed and discussed among the group to arrive at a consensus on the meaning (our guidelines specifically stated that a consensus should be reached). The peer-to-peer inductive eZB methodology allows readers to take apart and then reconstruct a text to create these multiple but analogous versions. The pedagogy is thus process-oriented and requires learners to look closely at the parts in order to better understand the whole text.

2. Method

2.1 Using the eZB Template

At the heart of the eZB project is a blended-learning approach for the promotion of reading and collaborative writing through the development and structuring of “multi-scale” documents. The eZB template includes a range of functionalities enabling users to create enriched documents, select quotes from the original source, write up summary lines to connect the quotes, and produce multiple-scale documents in terms of level of abridgment.

The template makes use of existing tools to facilitate access to documents and the means for effective collaboration.

- An “elegant” Facebook-like organization for the forming of working groups (for example, our MOODLE systems which allows students to sign up for the projects we create),
- Collaborative work on the documents (for example, Google Doc),
- A user-friendly publishing and distribution system for the eZBs to be shared in a broader context, (our University Intranet),
- Connections to given databases (private and public resources) to stimulate the production of eZB, using the template (for example Gutenberg.org where Shakespeare’s complete works can be found).

Our previous articles on eZB have shown the benefits of the eZB pedagogy to Gen Z readers who understand reading as an activity of sharing, deconstructing, and creating documents adapted to their needs – all of these activities being facilitated and enhanced by the electronic format. Enriched format and tailor-made documents are a given for this generation. The eZB template allows contributors to customize the length of documents. Readers of an eZB thus have a choice to read either the full version (always present on the platform) or modified shorter versions (enriched or not) that contributors create using the eZoomBook tool and methodology. Although our project involves a literary work with pedagogical applications, eZBs could be envisaged for a range of uses and needs—from lawyers who want multiple brief versions of a long case to students who want to review only the summaries of academic texts to researchers who may want to read the abridged versions of an article prior to the original. The objective is to use the template to create libraries of eZBs in different subjects which both
enhance the reading experience and offer readers choices in how much they want or need to read.

The main pedagogical objectives of the eZB project are as follows.

- to offer a blended-learning system for the promotion of reading (in this context Shakespeare),
- to provide a forum for collaborative writing and synthesis of documents,
- to provide teachers with a methodology facilitated by the technology for organizing collaborative learning experiences,
- to develop curriculum materials for multiple uses (different targets, learning objectives, and contexts),
- to foster the means of ‘learning by teaching’ by giving students more control over the learning process and establishing a powerful connection among learning, reading, and the transmission of knowledge,
- to enhance student self-esteem and the learning process by making the classroom productions available to an outside audience.

While a group of researchers at the Ecole Centrale Nantes engineering school (ECN) in France is currently testing the adaptable eZB template available on our blog, the vocation of a future eZB platform is to be open to all readers and contributors and to include books and text resources in the public domain. As the platform is currently under development, we are using an open-source template for both examples of what we have produced in class (eZBs linked to the ECN Shakespeare class). Our eZB work template is available to all on our blog: https://ezoombookresearch.wordpress.com

2.2 Example 1: Enriching Shakespeare’s Plays

To illustrate the potential uses of the eZB template and the related pedagogies, let us now turn to two examples, starting with the simplest one: enriching Shakespeare’s plays – a project launched recently at the Ecole Centrale engineering school.

The twenty students participating in the experiment had signed up for an elective Shakespeare literature class as part of their English as a Foreign Language requirement. The students were undergraduates having studied English in secondary school for over 10 years. Their level was advanced in terms of everyday English, but they had never had to read works of literature extensively. As engineering students, they were highly skilled in using new technologies and were especially motivated to use these tools in their assignments. However, they were somewhat apprehensive about having to read plays and, in particular, Shakespeare’s plays. The project aimed to demystify the reading task through a different presentation mode (electronic and not paper) and give readers more control over the level of difficulty (the zooming in and out function).

The material covered during the course was both Shakespeare’s comedies and tragedies. After several teacher-led sessions on the background to Shakespeare’s plays had taken place including several extracts of cinematographic adaptations, the eZB task was presented to students: to collaboratively create an enriched version of Romeo and Juliet. Possibilities for multimedia enrichments included links to different theatrical interpretations of scenes to be found on YouTube or multimedia sequences produced by the students themselves. At the end of the semester, the eZB was to be showcased on the University’s intranet.

The following tabs on the eZB template were the architecture for building the eZB and students were assigned sections of the play and asked to summarize the material to be placed within the tabs and to search or create potential enrichments of the text:

1) Summary tab: selection of quotes and summary lines to link them.

2) Comprehension question tab: text-related questions (for example: “What happens when Romeo spots Juliet for the first time?”).

3) Old English/Modern English tab.

4) Multimedia enrichment tabs (links to Shakespeare scenes on YouTube, teacher resource sites, such as: https://www.tes.com/teaching-shakespeare/?utm_campaign=GB-RES691, etc.)

5) Critical commentaries tab

Internet sources were pointed out to guide the students in selecting the content for the above tabs. Students were encouraged to explore, sample, and choose the resources that were meaningful to them. Here the information search process was part of the learning goals as students were guided to make effective use of the information sources available and collaboratively make judgments about the quality of what they found on the Internet.

Having done that, the students could then write their introduction to their given scenes as well as their
comprehension questions, commentaries and quizzes.

Since the eZB is not limited in layers, more tabs in addition to those indicated above could be created and these tabs would serve to highlight those textual elements in which the class is particularly interested. For example, student-produced enrichments can include audio material with read-out quotes, dialogues (both in modern or old English), re-enactment of Shakespeare’s text, and student commentaries on their reaction to or interpretation of the play. Background context enrichment can be in the form of character maps or action diagrams, either as links or as material integrated into the eZB and produced by the students themselves. Such multimedia enrichments can help clarify the complexity of Shakespeare (dozens of characters in play, multiple plots and sub-plots) as well as highlight the poetic dimension of the text. For example, a historical fact tab would be useful when dealing with Shakespeare’s historical plays to include comparisons between historical facts and Shakespeare’s presentation or interpretation of these facts.

Perhaps most importantly, the textual quality of Shakespeare’s writing can be singled out and highlighted through thematic tabulations where students select those parts of the text that have had the most impact on them. For example, the student may seek certain types of quotes (funny lines, famous lines, love lines, metaphors, etc.). Or they can create a “humorous lines” tab, or a “pearl of wisdom” tab which could be useful both for comedies and tragedies, since Shakespeare is known to play with genre, including serious comments in comedies and comic lines in tragedies. All text selections can be connected to multimedia material such as readings or links to the LibriVox audiobook recordings.

In this blended learning format, teacher guidance is always available, but students are autonomous in choosing and illustrating their text enrichments. The creative element lies in transforming the work to better understand it and to make it better understood by other readers. This is where the learning by teaching approach is made concrete and visible in the end-product produced by the students (screenshots 1 to 6 in appendix A). When the student-produced enrichments are injected into the eZB template, a full eZB is produced allowing readers of the eZB to navigate freely between the different tabs.

2.3 Example 2: An Original Collaborative Literary Analysis

Our second example is only a slight variation from the first and it shows how even greater collaboration can be achieved between teachers and students. In this second example, the project consisted in enriching a critical book written by the teachers themselves. The book was entitled Shakespeare’s plays: a thematic overview.

The critical book was made available to the students on the ECN Intranet. The students were told to choose one chapter they wanted to enrich. The structure of the book was very simple and easy for the students to understand, and for each chapter the students were given the reference of a scene illustrating the chapter in question. The work that the students needed to do in relation to the scene was exactly the same as the one previously described and which concerned Shakespeare’s play Romeo and Juliet. The five tabs regarding the enrichments were identical.

However, the resulting eZB was different because in this second assignment the objective was to enrich a critical book and not a play. This critical book mirrored the course the students were attending: it was a thematic overview of Shakespeare’s plays focused on two main themes:

- True or false allies in Shakespeare’s plays. This was articulated in four parts showing how true or false allies brought about happy or disastrous consequences – all four combinations were illustrated by scenes from comedies and tragedies.
- Power politics between sexes: a full range of possibilities emerged including the following examples.
  - Equality between sexes,
  - Wives obeying their husbands,
  - Maiden sacrificed and then saved,
  - Women inverting power games in their favor,
  - Women dominating their husbands or lover
  - Silly power games.

The students chose a scene from the list the teachers had provided to them. They then enriched the scenes in question on a Google Drive document. This document allowed all students to see which scenes had already been picked, to follow their peer’s progress, to exchange suggestions and comments, and to read the teacher’s corrections for all the work produced by the class. Once the content of the different layers was finalized, it was
injected into the eZB template to produce an eZB which was then posted on the teacher’s research blog.

2.4 Teacher/Student Dynamics

The two examples of eZB constructions provided here show the class dynamics, the teacher’s role, and the outcome of the project. However, the approach is extremely flexible since both the structure of eZBs and the project guidelines can be adapted to various teaching contexts, content, and objectives. Furthermore, the tabulation articulation is either included in the teacher’s guidelines or left for the contributor to create, according to his/her reading and interpretation of the text. In the case of our experiment, the five-tabulation articulation can serve as a guideline to ask student-contributors to explore every single one of Shakespeare’s plays. It could be easily adapted for the enrichment of other great works of literature in the public domain or for other critical books.

Indeed, when using the eZB template, teachers may choose to set specific guidelines which go so far as to provide a definite structure to the tabs and layers of the contributor-created eZoomBook, as in our own examples. Alternatively, pedagogues may choose to keep the guidelines open, or they may simply provide a significant example on their Intranet or blog which then allows students to shape their own work according to their own objectives. This open guideline logic and possibility for contributors/students to direct their own work is in keeping with the notion of Concept-Oriented Reading Instruction (CORI) (Guthrie, 2007, 2009), or Personalized System of Instruction (PSI) (Keller, 1969, 1982), (Keller & Sherman, 1974), which has been widely commented on in Hattie’s work, mainly in respect to student motivation (Hattie, 2009).

Although the two examples above tend to emphasize teacher/student collaboration (with more or less explicit guidelines depending on the teacher’s pedagogical choices), the template has been devised with a larger contributor target in mind. Our template aims with future development at becoming a free-contributing system – like Wikipedia – allowing for anyone to enhance and have access to the resources on the platform. It must be noted, however, that for lifelong learners to benefit fully from such an experience, a collaboration or tutoring system can provide a complement to resources that alone may be insufficient.

3. Results

3.1 Student Results

Samples of eZBs produced in class as well as the guidelines of the methodology are available on our blog (https://ezoombookresearch.wordpress.com/what-is-ezb-ezoombook-examples/). Student satisfaction was measured through the standard ECN student questionnaire which assesses four main variables of the classroom context: course content; workload appropriateness; evaluation system; quality of teaching. The students’ level of satisfaction was measured on a Likert scale from 1 (not at all satisfied) to 5 (extremely satisfied). Using the standard questionnaire made it possible to compare the 2016 Shakespeare class with that of 2015. The teaching conditions were the same for these two classes (same content, same teachers, same feedback mechanism); the only difference was that it was only in 2016 that the eZB methodology was used as a class project and as an evaluation system.

Although the group size was small (20), the results are worth analysing because of the visible difference between the results of the 2016 Shakespeare class and the 2015 group. The feedback questionnaire response rate was higher in 2016 but perhaps not significantly so (60% against 50%). This can be interpreted as a stronger desire to give feedback and this feedback was indeed more positive in 2016 than in 2015. The two tables below summarize the results of the questionnaires per group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2016 eZB group responses</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload appropriateness</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation system</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of teaching</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (overall satisfaction):</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>43.7%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The eZB group expressed a very high level of satisfaction: 43.7% “very satisfied” and 37% “extremely satisfied”. The two main areas of improvement were “Workload” and the “Evaluation system” but the other two areas were also impacted, mainly the “quality of teaching” which was better perceived because of eZB. Although this may be a “halo” effect, it is interesting to note the highly positive comments in the feedback given in the open “additional comments” section. Some of the recurring comments of the eZB group were that the course had given them a complete overview of Shakespeare’s plays, that the blended learning format of the course had been appreciated, and that the eZB homework was “meaningful”, “useful”, “easy to understand” and “interesting group work”. The tool used for their eZB homework (both the eZB template and Google Drive) was said to be “easy to use”.

The student coordinator, in charge of using the eZB template for the “Shakespeare’s plays: a thematic overview” book said that the Google Drive document proved to be effective for students to include their enrichments and share their work. The student coordinator found it simple to use and to produce a full eZB which included all the chapters produced by the class. The main criticism concerned the hyperlink system between the different eZB layers: these hyperlinks have to be created one by one, using the Sigil editing system, and this was found to be tedious.

Student suggestions included their desire to cover more plays, extend the course duration, and measure how effectively they succeeded in passing on their knowledge to others. For this, in the future, metrics could be included in the ECN intranet system to measure the number of downloads or readings achieved by the student-produced eZB.

3.2 Feedback from Teachers

Teachers participating in the experiment found that the students had produced high-quality work and systematically met their given deadlines. The work related to eZB construction was achieved in total autonomy which led to peer-to-peer collaboration within the class, as the project was not perceived as a top-down, teacher driven activity. This peer-to-peer collaboration was visible in the way the students spontaneously organized their work within their groups of four students. All groups created a shared document system (using Dropbox or Google Drive) to allow for easy peer-to-peer corrections. The class motivation was greatly appreciated by the teachers. Furthermore, subsequent to the student corrections of assignments, the amount of correction for the teachers was greatly reduced. Given that both the guidelines and the tool can be re-used on different material, new classes can be set up with minimum work spent on redesigning the syllabus.

When analysing the student questionnaire, the teachers were both pleased and puzzled to see that their “quality of teaching” had been rated higher in 2016. This may be attributed to several distinguishing features of the eZB methodology:

- more course time dedicated Shakespeare’s work (and less to guidelines concerning the grading system and the end-of-term individual assignment);
- more student energy focused on the course and the projects rather than an end-of-term individual graded assignment;
- teachers were also motivated by showcasing the work of their class in the form of eZBs to future groups of students.

The teacher motivation is therefore similar to the students’ own motivation in that both take pride in creating a lasting product which serves the purpose of promoting the work accomplished in class.
4. Discussion and Conclusion

The two examples we have chosen in this article illustrate possible pedagogical applications of the eZB template. Both examples are based on Shakespeare. However, the choice of source material for the construction of eZBs is open and the scope is vast: every long text or document (novel, short story, play, critical book, essay, textbook, research article, etc.) offers possibilities of constructing multi-layered enriched texts. Pedagogues and contributors can therefore choose books according to their objectives and adapt the eZB pedagogy to give students the means to co-produce a multi-layered book or document. In addition, the definition of the types of tabs or “layers” within the eZB framework is open and can be extended to other pedagogical aims depending on the targeted learner’s needs. While the eZBs of our two examples were created in relation to reading assignments, they can also be created as an extra step to collaborative writing, whether essay writing, creative writing, rewriting, or even translation. All these different aspects can be enriched through the multi-layer system of abridged version and enriched versions defined by tabs.

Furthermore, there are many conceptual approaches that pedagogues developing eZB projects can build on. These approaches promote collaborative work and are therefore linked to strategic tool choices which are made depending on what the teaching environments have to offer. Some learning institutions have pedagogical platforms that are convenient to use (Moodle, Blackboard, etc.). Other collaborative tools can be found on the Internet (Google Drive, Dropbox, etc.). The strategies of collaborative projects are now becoming better-known and they promote teacher-student collaboration, prior to the use of the template, which is most important.

Equally important is the way the eZB are shared once they have been produced. eZB projects give students a chance to explore subjects related to self-publishing and the promotion of books. They can be involved in many more tasks in relation to the eZB they construct: creating the group’s authoring profile, comparing and using self-publishing platforms, creating content in order to promote the book on social media, etc. While tools similar to the eZB concept exists (hyperlinking on wikis), we feel that the eZB methodology is unique in several ways: its combination of traditional and digital components, the flexibility of adding tabs corresponding to the needs of the reader, the tailor-made nature of the layers, the possibilities for specific enrichments, the open-source nature of the software, the adaptability of the methodology to a variety of written sources and audiences.

4.1 Further Studies

This was a pilot project and therefore future experiments will include more quantitative measures on the effectiveness of the eZB methodology to motivate students to work through and better understand long and difficult course material. Our goal will be to provide the answers to questions such as the following:

- How does the enrichment task change the perception of the resource?
- How does the eZB construction facilitate the understanding and assimilation of the resource by the learner? How does it enhance motivation and consequently learning?
- An eZB, which combines an original source (the book) and additional layers, is “more” than a book: how is it perceived by the reader? How does reading an eZB layer affect the comprehension of the original version?
- What is the right blend between traditional and innovative methods? Learning methods in reading are adapting to the new technologies and this can be seen as both a challenge and a threat. What is the best way to conciliate the new and the old?
- What are the possible impacts on e-reading devices and what approach can we recommend to teachers and students?

Carrying out further studies would imply developing the eZB template so that it would become even more user friendly. Among the extra functionalities which are being added is one for combining chapters, allowing students to produce their chapters independently for future assembly. For the moment, when using the eZB methodology, teachers need to appoint a group coordinator in charge of injecting all the student material into the eZB template.

The results of this pilot project are encouraging and show that the methodology is easy to use in the classroom and leads to student satisfaction even when the course content is especially challenging and difficult. Most importantly, those teachers in the pilot project felt that their role was enhanced through the collaborative and co-operative work atmosphere that is an intrinsic part of the methodology. More research is needed to see how the methodology can apply to varying groups of learners (first and second language; reluctant and experienced readers; children and adults, etc.) and how the methodology affects reading comprehension.

The eZB approach to reading offers an alternative to reading the original version, with the option of zooming up to the original always present. Students can be both readers and writers of eZBs and the template facilitates
student-teacher interaction in the classroom. Having such choices underlies the added-value of the methodology.
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Appendix A

Screenshots below of eZB layers

The screenshots below show the different layers of an eZB. Readers of the eZB can navigate freely between the different tabs which showcase the students’ enrichments. For example, Figures 1 and 2 give parallel versions of Shakespeare’s text: one in Shakespeare’s original English and one in modern English. Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 are student enrichments, explained below. Figure 7 shows the table of content of the second eZB enrichment project.

Figure A1. Shakespeare’s English tab

Figure A2. Modern English tab
When a reader clicks on a given quote in this abridged version of the text, he lands on the same quote in the unabridged version of the text, whether the quote is in Shakespeare's English or in modern English.
Figure A5. Essay question tab

Figure A6. Visual enrichments

Figure A7. 2nd eZoomBook Project: enrichment of course book
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